
 
9700 El Camino Real, Suite 302, Atascadero, CA 93422 

 

February 5, 2022 

 Please excuse the tardiness of this quarterly letter.  I was enjoying myself over Christmas and 

New Year’s with some time off and have been playing catch up ever since. 

 

Business Update 

 On December 7th, we hosted an educational dinner seminar on year-end tax planning 

opportunities.  The SpringHill Suites in Atascadero was our gracious host and we had sixty people come 

for dinner and the talk.  After nearly two years of limited social interaction, it was wonderful to see 

people.  One of my favorite parts of the night was seeing connections among people, many of whom 

didn’t know that their friends or neighbors were coming.  I am grateful for all the support and 

encouragement and look forward to continuing the Speaker Series.  We are targeting March 10th as our 

next event, so stay tuned.  We see this speaker series as a good way to guide people to build, protect 

and focus their wealth.  Our next topic will be, “How to Invest in These Uncertain Times.”  Please let us 

know if you have other topics you’d like us to address.  I am also available to speak to groups, so if you 

know of a need, let me know.  Helping people to be wise with their financial resources is very important. 

 Last year was a great year for Rothman Investment Management.  We completed eighteen 

Comprehensive Financial Life Plans, which was 125% more than the year before.  Assets Under 

Management grew 70% to $20.2 million, as fifteen new clients entrusted their investments to us.  

Larson joining the team doubled our full-time headcount, and Conner has been a big help as intern.  We 

are committed to not growing beyond our ability to provide great service to all of our clients.  At this 

time we still have capacity, so we appreciate those of you who have been telling your friends about us. 

Personal Update 

 Nour and I hosted Thanksgiving for the first time.  We had a small family gathering and ate 

outside.  I was very excited about smoking the turkey in my wood pellet smoker.  I’ve done a few before 

and they turn out amazing.  I even offered to make an extra for a friend, as I hate wasting the extra 

space in my large smoker.  This is a multi-day process- thawing the birds for a few days, then creating a 

brine and letting it cool, then brining the bird for twenty-four hours, followed by desalting, and finally an 

overnight smoke.  At 10pm, the night before Thanksgiving, my smoker that has made so many great 

meals over the last seven years stopped working due to an electrical issue.  After unsuccessfully trying to 

get it to work, I settled for an overnight oven slow bake.  The birds ended up tender, if not smokey.  I 

tried to fake the smoke by using my gas grill with some added wood pellets to finish them.  Due to size 

constrains, they had to be one at a time, which turned out to be good, as I quickly charred the outside of 

the first bird.  It was disappointing, but still yielded enough tasty, tender meet.  Sometimes life is like 

https://vimeo.com/657577339


that – despite our best plans and careful preparations we get thrown a curveball and have to do the best 

we can. 

 We finished the year by spending Christmas with Nour’s sister’s husband’s family, and then 

going to the Grand Canyon with Nour’s sister and her husband.  Unfortunately, I had a little mishap with 

the car in the snow, rendering it in operable.  There were no rental cars and every attempt at solving the 

problem failed the first day, in part due to a large snow storm that shut everything down.  We made the 

best of it and enjoyed the snow, the adventure, and most importantly, the company.  It all worked out 

fine, as we were able to get a rental car and enjoy the beautiful Grand Canyon adorned in freshly fallen 

snow.  It was indescribably beautiful.  I recommend the Grand Canyon in the winter, but take a four 

wheel drive, just in case.  Ultimately, I got my car repaired, and was reminded once again that we are 

not as in control as we think we are… but that doesn’t have to ruin our day.  As a bonus, we drove 

through Joshua Tree National Park on the way back.  That is a beautiful and unusual place with all the 

otherworldly Joshua Trees.  After a busy year, it was very enjoyable to hit the open highway and relax 

and enjoy the countryside, just like people have been doing for generations. 

 
Picture taken by Jake Rothman at a particularly expensive gas station. 12/31/21 
 

Personal Improvement 

 My personal improvement project was to be a better listener.  Listening to others is not just a 

gift to them, it is a great way to learn.  People have so many interesting perspectives and so much 

accumulated knowledge, that it is truly a waste trying to impress them with what I know when I can 

learn about them instead.  I have enjoyed just focusing on listening and cultivating curiosity about 

others.  My biggest challenge has been to ask questions rather than share personal stories that I find 

relevant.  There is a time and place for that, but probably not nearly as much as I used to think.  As I 

have been conscious of my listening skills, I have been able to speak less and learn more about others.  

This is more than a one quarter project, however, so I will keep practicing and enjoying the journey.   



21 Q4 Market and Economic Update 

“Well, I recently came to a remarkable conclusion which I commend to you, and that is that if something 

cannot go on forever it will stop.”  Herb Stein 

 From the lows of the Great Financial Crisis in March of 2009, the NASDAQ rose 1270% in about 

twelve and a half years, and the S&P 500 rose 523%1 to their peaks in late 2021.  The Cyclically Adjusted 

Price-Earnings ratio or Shiller P/E, rose from 13.3 to 39.6 during that time and now resides at an 89% 

premium to its fifty-year average 

 Some market observers convincingly argue that earnings multiples should be higher than in the 

past because Research and Development is higher and gets expensed in the current year rather than 

matched to the period where value is realized.  This argument only holds if R&D is continuously 

increasing.  Stable R&D would eventually be equal to amortization of accumulated R&D.  Nevertheless, 

we can grant the argument and look at the price/sales ratio.  The price/sales ratio is not encouraging.  

The ratio has doubled since the end of 2000 (the earliest data I have), is over 100% above its twenty-

year average, and is quadruple its trough in 2009.  Note that this reference set is only during the 

internet age, so we are not comparing with economies that would be considered more industrial. 

 

Source: www.multpl.com, Rothman Investment Management 

 What has been driving the stock markets ever higher?  There are a lot of factors that likely 

contributed. I believe the leading causes are a flood of government money both in fiscal and monetary 

stimulus, new entrants entering the market with initial success, and new technologies capturing the 

imagination of investors.  At some point, trends become self-reinforcing.  People who make paper 

fortunes quickly in stocks or in imaginary assets like cryptocurrency, NFTs or video game assets continue 

to reinvest those paper profits.  The game ends when enough people try to cash in their paper profits to 

 
1 All stock pricing data, unless otherwise noted comes from Yahoo! Finance.  Calculations are my own. 
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spend real money.  Once the illusion of rising value is ended, there is no reason to own any of these 

“assets.”   

 A second phenomenon is that of options trading and other levered investments.  Jesse Felder 

notes that levered ETF assets have roughly quadrupled over the last two years.2  A December CNBC 

article reported daily options volume year to date in 2021 was 35% higher than in 2020, with most of 

that increased volume coming from individual investors.3  Options trading gives investors a chance to 

make (or lose) a larger amount with a given investment.4  Options are dangerous and technical, so wide 

adoption by non-professional investors is worrisome to me.  Finally, margin debt has been steadily rising 

since the depths of the Great Financial Crisis (GFC), and changed trajectory in 2019, climbing much 

quicker (with a blip drop at the start of the pandemic.)5  Taken together, these signs show us that risk 

tolerance has dramatically increased over the last couple of years, with individuals taking on more debt 

to invest in riskier securities. 

 Jeremy Grantham has made studying financial bubbles the focus of his career.  He believes we 

are now in “the fourth superbubble of the last hundred years” in the US.  The last three were stocks in 

1929 and 2000 and housing in 2006. He believes we are in the very late stages.  “The most important 

and hardest to define quality of a late-stage bubble is in the touchy-feely characteristic of crazy investor 

behavior. But in the last two and a half years there can surely be no doubt that we have seen crazy 

investor behavior in spades – more even than in 2000 – especially in meme stocks and in EV-related 

stocks, in cryptocurrencies, and in NFTs.”  Even more concerning is his assertion that we are in multiple 

bubbles at once, similar to Japan in the late 1980’s.  He sees global real estate as a bubble, with home 

price/family income at the highest level ever in the US and even higher in other countries.  Second, US 

stocks are exhibiting what he calls “the most exuberant, ecstatic, even crazy behavior in the history of 

the US stock market.”  Third, global bond yields are in a bubble as well.  Finally, he believes some 

commodities trade at bubble level prices.6 

 Much of the high valuation in stocks has been justified by extremely low interest rates, but rates 

are starting to rise, and the Federal Reserve has indicated it will raise rates to fight inflation.  Stocks with 

low or negative cash flow today and expected cash flows far out in the future should experience the 

greatest drop in price, as we have been experiencing. 

 Insiders are selling a robust clip7 which indicates they are happy to cash out at current prices.  

This contradicts the actions taken by individual investors.  Historically, insiders have shown skill at timing 

their sales.  Individual investors are wise to heed this warning. 

 What will kill this raging bull market?  It is hard to guess, but I go back to thesis that something 

that is unsustainable will eventually stop.  Grantham puts it more colorfully: “We are in what I think of 

 
2 (Felder, 2021 ) 
3 (Li, 2021) 
4 Investors can buy options on an amount of stock that is a multiple of the options value.  If the stock goes up 
beyond the strike price, options buyers can make many times money, amassing a fortune quickly with a few 
correct (lucky?) trades.  If the stock price fails to exceed the options strike price, the entire premium is lost, 
potentially wiping out a fortune, as in this case: https://twitter.com/Ross_Report/status/1486781649488650241  
5 (Mislinski, 2021) 
6 (Grantham, 2022) 
7 (Felder, 2021 ) 

https://twitter.com/Ross_Report/status/1486781649488650241


as the vampire phase of the bull market, where you throw everything you have at it: you stab it with 

Covid, you shoot it with the end of QE and the promise of higher rates, and you poison it with 

unexpected inflation – which has always killed P/E ratios before, but quite uniquely, not this time yet – 

and still the creature flies. (Just as it staggered through the second half of 2007 as its mortgage and 

other financial wounds increased one by one.) Until, just as you’re beginning to think the thing is 

completely immortal, it finally, and perhaps a little anticlimactically, keels over and dies.”8 

  

Economic Trends 

Predicting economic trends is difficult in any situation.  Now, the complications of government 

policies in reaction to a global pandemic make it nearly impossible.  Looking forward, signals are mixed.  

Coronavirus-related drags to the economy may be receding.  In the US, the seven-day average of daily 

new cases is down over 50% from its recent peak and falling quickly.  While the official number of total 

cases is only 77 million9, the actual number is likely a multiple of this.  The much milder symptoms of the 

Omicron variant, along with home testing now available, likely drove the ascertainment rate down 

significantly.  We very well may be approaching herd immunity, finally.  Due to the milder nature of the 

current variant, hospitalizations have peaked at about 30% below where they were last year, even as 

official new cases are more than triple where they were at that time.  The confluence of improving 

COVID numbers, tens of millions of people (at least) with fresh natural immunity, and lockdown fatigue, 

gives me optimism that governments will reduce their restrictions on businesses, movement and 

employment.  This should be a positive for the economy.  On the other hand, international geopolitical 

tensions are high.  Trade and military wars can disrupt supply chains and hurt global growth.  Many 

other countries have not built up the natural COVID immunity of their citizens to the extent the US has, 

opting for “zero-COVID” policies instead.   These could cause economically repressive policies to stay in 

place for a long time.  Perhaps even more worrisome is that inflation has proven to be more persistent 

than the Fed wanted to believe.  This is pushing the Fed to pull money back out of the economy and to 

raise interest rates.  Easy money drives growth, as both consumers and companies borrow inexpensively 

to spend future earnings now.  If the Fed fails to act to cool the economy when it overheats, the cycle 

will likely be much more violent.  While a “soft landing” is possible, recession is a real risk as rates rise.   

Rising fuel prices may take a toll on travel and consumer spending.  I have been living in California for a 

while, but even I am shocked at how much it costs to fill a tank. 

 
8 (Grantham, 2022) 
9 (worldowmeter, 2022) 



 
Source: Jake Rothman, Picture taken 12/31/21 in the Mojave Desert, near Needles, CA 

Finally, businesses are constrained by a lack of workers.  I noticed on my trip billboards advertising job 

openings instead of trying to build demand for products.  Who hasn’t seen signs like these?  It is hard to 

maintain profits when a business has to close its doors due to lack of workers. 

           

Source: Jake Rothman, December 2021 and January 2022, Atascadero and Pismo Beach, CA 

 What is an investor to do in a very richly valued market with low but rising interest rates and 

high uncertainty?  As always, be careful and have a plan.  Make sure you are diversified, and know why 

you own what you own.  While value investing has not worked for some time, now may be a good time 

to take advantage of historically cheap valuations on value stocks, relative to the market in general.  Jack 

Vogel, of Alpha Architect, noted that the last two peaks in value spreads preceded significant 

outperformance by the cheapest stocks over the next five years.10  While this may not be the case over 

the next five years, avoiding the stocks that have benefited from the euphoric risk-taking environment in 

favor of those that suffered neglect as a result of it is a sensible strategy.  At Rothman Investment 

 
10 (Vogel, 2021) 



Management, we believe being systematic works better than being subjective.  Based on history, we 

trust our systems to help us guide our clients through what could be a very interesting time. 

Read the full update here. 

 

Educational Highlight: Are Buffered ETFs a Good Way to Protect Capital? 

Introduction 

This is a difficult time to invest.  Stock market valuations are at very high levels.  Bond yields are 

extremely low.  The world is uncertain, as has been exposed by the continuing pandemic.  What is an 

investor to do?  Many investors are taking on additional risk to try to earn a higher return in this low-

return environment.  Others are eschewing risk and waiting for a better entry point while watching 

inflation erode the value of their savings.  In this environment, some alternative products are becoming 

popular.  One such product is a buffered fund.  This links returns to an underlying index, but caps the 

maximum gains and buffers losses.  Insurance companies have long offered equity linked products that 

mimic market returns up to a point, but do not participate in market losses over a given period of time.  

Now, a similar strategy is offered through ETFs.  These funds offer participation in the upside of an index 

to a point, while absorbing or “buffering” losses to a point.  Innovator ETFs is a leader in this space and 

has quickly grown to $6B under management through offering a suite of so-called “Defined Outcome” 

ETFs on various indices.11  Innovator is certainly innovative in creating new products to offer.  It is even 

launching a hedged Tesla ETF.12  Buffered ETFS are presented as bond alternatives due to their ability to 

protect capital in a down market.  This article analyzes the Innovator Defined Outcome S&P 500 

products, but the conclusions should hold for other similar products.  I argue that these products are 

likely not the best way for investors to manage their risks.   

 

Advantages of Buffered ETFs 

Buffered ETFs lose less when the underlying index declines.  They reduce volatility in the 

portfolio, making returns over a period of time more predictable.  Smaller losses mean investors should 

not need as long to get back to even after a decline.  The ETF structure allows the investments to be 

ongoing and tax-deferred, as opposed to buying options contracts directly. 

 

Disadvantages of Buffered ETFs 

First, the name, “Defined Outcome ETFs” is somewhat of a misnomer.  While the maximum 

upside in a year is defined, the downside is only hedged to a point.  A 9% buffer means that the first 9% 

loss is protected, but investors will participate in losses dollar for dollar after that.  It is the uncertainty 

of how much deeper the losses can go that drives people to sell out.  As such, these products are 

unlikely to solve the behavioral problem of buying high and selling low. 

 
11 (etf.com, 2022) 
12 (Capul, 2022) 

https://rothmaninvest.com/resources/4q-2021-market-and-economic-update


Second, the “Defined Outcome ETFs” are based on the price return of the index, not the total 

return.13  An investment of $1 would have turned into $17.49 if invested in the SPY with dividends 

reinvested since 2/1/91, but only $10.20 without dividends.  If a 0.75% fund fee is subtracted (roughly 

the difference between the Innovator fee and the SPY fee) the end result is only $8.25, or half of an 

unmanaged, dividend reinvested SPY investment. 

Third, while it may sound acceptable to cap annual returns around the average return of the 

index, actual annual returns are rarely close to the average.  Much of the long-term return from the 

index comes from very good years.  I tested all three Innovate Defined Outcome ETFs using various 

assumptions, going back to 2/1/1992 (the earliest data on the S&P 500 index fund, SPY).  Results ranged 

from 50% to about 65% lower than just buying the index and reinvesting dividends. Looking backward 

over a reasonable period of time, using options to hedge a portfolio has been an expensive way to 

manage risk.  As the old adage goes, “There is no free lunch on Wall Street.”   

Conclusion:  

While buffered ETFs do reduce downside risk and price volatility, they do so at a heavy cost to 

returns.  Better alternatives are beyond the scope of this article, but if history is any guide, these are not 

good tools for long-term investors in accumulation phase.  Further, products like the Innovator Defined 

Outcome ETFs® leave investors exposed when they are most likely to be worried – after the market has 

made a move lower.  Investors would be wise to look for other ways to reduce risk.   Even holding 40% 

of a portfolio in a zero-yielding safe asset and investing the rest in an index fund would have had higher 

returns with lower risk than using the strategy employed in the tested ETFs with their current fees. 

For a more complete discussion see: https://rothmaninvest.com/resources/buffered-etfs-risk-control 

 

Book Review - How To Think: A Survival Guide for a World at Odds by Alan Jacobs 

 Despite its pretentious title, this book is a great resource for people seeking to root out blind 

spots and improve their thinking.  The book builds on research by such thinkers as Daniel Kahneman and 

Jonathan Haidt, as well as the wisdom of many others.  Jacobs is a professor at Baylor University and a 

frequent author. 

 The book starts out by introducing the topic of thinking.  We all have biases, but our biggest 

issue is not overcoming biases – it is doing the hard work of thinking.  It is easier to not think, to take 

shortcuts.  “Thinking troubles us; thinking tires us.  Thinking can force us out of the familiar, comforting 

habits.  Thinking can complicate our lives.  Thinking can set us at odds, or at least complicate our 

relationships with those we admire or love or follow.  It is easier to agree with and pass along ideas that 

other people find agreeable than to do the work of thinking through whether they are correct, especially 

given the risk that the discovery of fallacy can put us at odds with others whose approval we intrinsically 

seek.”  Jacobs goes on to tell about how we all belong to certain groups.  Each group has those who are 

clearly not in the group.  Jacobs labels these the “repulsive cultural other” or RCO, borrowing the term 

from an essay by Susan Harding.  The point is that we avoid the RCO, which prevents us from hearing 

 
13 This is because they are based on an options contract tied to the index price rather than holding the index. 

https://rothmaninvest.com/resources/buffered-etfs-risk-control


arguments from people whose viewpoints differ from our own.  Jacobs argues that we can learn to think 

well by being aware of our own shortcomings so that we can seek to mitigate them. 

 One problem that inhibits good thinking is that we see our opinions as based on well-reasoned 

logic, while we see opinions with which we disagree as merely the result of someone being confused or 

misled.  This prevents us from seeing the reasons other people believe what they do.  We need to 

cultivate in ourselves a character that assumes people have a reason for what they think and do, and a 

curiosity to discover what that reason is.  Jacobs also addresses the idea that we should think for 

ourselves.  He contends that this is impossible – we are always influenced by others when we think.  

Rather than trying to ignore our influences, we should be aware of them, as well as the ideas of others 

who disagree.   

 Jacobs describes the Yale debate club in which people are encouraged to “be broken on the 

floor” – to change their mind in a debate.  If one has never had a change of opinion, one is probably not 

truly open to the truth.  Unfortunately, we tend to arrive at conclusions first and then justify them later.  

Part of this is due to belonging to groups.  We have an innate desire to be a part of the “inner ring”, the 

true believers.  Any doubt or wavering can keep us from this and leave us on the periphery of our group.  

The only antidote to this “false belonging”, or membership based on conformity, is true belonging – 

being part of a group that accepts differences of personality and opinion.  Jacobs argues that our best 

thinking is not necessarily done with those who agree with us, but with those who accept us with our 

different opinions.  This is hard to do in our polarized age, but if we can find others who can disagree 

with us but still accept us, we can cultivate better thinking.  “There can be more genuine fellowship 

among those who share the same disposition than among those who share the same beliefs, especially 

if that disposition is toward kindness and generosity.” 

 We are naturally repulsed by people who disagree with our closely held beliefs.  This is even 

greater if they are near us.  To overcome this, we should seek to find admirable people in our 

“outgroup”, which will help us to humanize our opponents.  “When people cease to be people because 

they are, to us, merely representatives or mouthpieces of positions we want to eradicate, then we, in 

our zeal to win, have sacrificed empathy: we have declined the opportunity to understand other 

people’s desires, principles, fears.” 

 Jacobs encourages us to be thoughtful about the language we use, as language is rarely neutral.  

We should also be thoughtful about what we read and not seek to merely justify our already-held 

beliefs.  “By reading, a man already having some wisdom can gain far more; but it is equally true that 

reading can make a man already inclined to foolishness far, far more foolish.” 

 The topic of “open-mindedness” is addressed.  We generally think of being open-minded as an 

admirable virtue.  Being perpetually open-minded, however, means we never learn anything.  “We 

cannot make progress intellectually or socially until some issues are no longer up for grabs.”  Or as 

Chesterton quipped, “the object of opening the mind, like opening the mouth is to shut it again on 

something solid.”  The problem is that we often are settled on things about which we should still keep 

an open mind, and sometimes are open-minded about things that should be settled.  We become 

fanatic when we so identify ourselves with a point of view that there is nothing that could change our 

mind. Our opinion is not falsifiable.  Whatever happens only strengthens our confidence. 



 We are naturally repulsed by people who hold opinions diametrically opposed to our own.  If we 

can try to understand where they are coming from and see our own opinions through their eyes, we are 

on the way to more honest thought and more gracious response.  We become open to learning.  This 

won’t happen all at once, but we can work on slowly becoming more empathetic and less defensive. 

 If we will commit to good thinking, to overcoming our biases and listening to others, to being 

willing to change our mind, we will become better thinkers.  We will see things in a new light.  We may 

lose friends in the process.  It will not be an easy journey.  Nor will we ever “arrive.”  But it can be 

exhilarating and powerful as we learn to think. 

 

 

Thank you for reading my letter.  Please let me know of any feedback you have and any topics you 

would like me to explore in the future. 

Best wishes for a mean-reverting 2022. 

Jake 
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Disclaimers: 

The views expressed are the views of Jacob Rothman on behalf of Rothman Investment Management, LLC through the period ending February 5, 

2022 unless otherwise specifically indicated and are subject to change at any time based on market and other conditions. No client or prospective 

client should assume that any such discussion serves as a substitute for personalized advice from Rothman Investment Management, LLC.   
 
The information herein should not be considered a recommendation to purchase or sell any particular security. The securities and strategies 

discussed herein are meant to be examples of Rothman Investment Management investment approach but do not represent an entire portfolio or 
the performance of a Fund or Strategy and in aggregate may only represent only a small percentage of the portfolio holdings. It should not be 

assumed that any of the securities discussed herein were or will prove to be profitable, or that the investment recommendations or decisions made 

by Rothman Investment Management in the future will be profitable.  Further, nothing in this letter should be taken as financial advice. 
  
The benchmark for US Large Capitalization stocks is the S&P 500, a market capitalization weighted index containing the 500 most widely held 

companies.   
 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. Therefore, no current or prospective client should assume that future performance of any 

specific investment, investment strategy or product made reference to directly or indirectly in this letter or indirectly via a link to an unaffiliated 
third party web site, will be profitable or equal the corresponding indicated performance levels. Different types of investments involve varying 

degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any specific investment will either be suitable or profitable for a client or prospective client’s 

investment portfolio. Historical results for investment indices and/or categories generally may not reflect the deduction of transaction and/or 

custodial charges, nor the deduction of an investment management fee, the incurrence of which would have the effect of decreasing historical 

results.  

           

 

 

 

 


